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The Nash’s have been working in the Timber industry 
for many years; we decided there was an opening in 
sydney to educate clients of the hidden value of recycled 
hardwood.  before opening rozelle recycled building 
centre (renamed ironwood) in 1993 recycled timber was 
left out in the open to weather and mainly used for shoring 
and landscape timber. We had a vision that if the timber 
was under cover and recycled floor joists were halved, a 
spectacular floorboard would be produced.

Over our ten years at rozelle we watched the recycled 
floorboard grow from a waste product to a very unique 
classic product in popular demand.

During the last few years at rozelle we watched the quality 
of recycled floorboard decrease day by day.

This changing trend made us revise our vision of selling 
timber. 

Our aim is to sell quality timber to our clients at an 
affordable price, maintaining eco-sustainable timber.

Over the last eight years Nash Timbers has offered 
many clients a specialised and personalised approach 
to selecting any type of timber new or recycled, which 
includes flooring, decking, weatherboard, and stair 
case material and structural beams for residential and 
commercial applications.

Nash Timbers takes an holistic approach consulting 
with the client, architect, interior designer and builder to 
ensure the best timber product is provided. 

With more than twenty years in the timber industry our 
passion and desire for timber continues to grow, as does 
our absolute unwavering desire for customer satisfaction. 
myths and mysteries are well established in this industry 
and to make it easier and more understandable we have 
developed the Nash Timbers select system

a system that empowers, you my clients, to unravel the 
myths and mysteries of the timber world and mitigate 
the risks with regard to choosing the right timber. Our 
consultative approach is about developing the right 
solution for you, it’s not  about selling you some planks.

Species –  to ensure you use the correct timber in the  
correct location

Environment –  water and sun can live compatibly with 
timber

Locality –  timber can live anywhere inside/outside as long 
as the correct technique is used

Economical – quality affordable timber 

Colour –  understanding the variation and ranges of colour 
in timber is your first step of decision making

Timing –  timber lives, so it needs a timeframe allowing 
the raw product to be transformed to your 
desired finish

(02) 9337 6800/ info@nashtimbers.com.au/ nashtimbers.com.au
showrooms > by appointment only
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